Abstract-Twitter has become one of the largest microblogging platforms for users around the world to share anything happening around them with friends and beyond. A bursty topic in Twitter is one that triggers a surge of relevant tweets within a short period of time, which often reflects important events of mass interest. How to leverage Twitter for early detection of bursty topics has therefore become an important research problem with immense practical value. Despite the wealth of research work on topic modelling and analysis in Twitter, it remains a challenge to detect bursty topics in real-time. As existing methods can hardly scale to handle the task with the tweet stream in real-time, we propose in this paper TopicSketch, a sketch-based topic model together with a set of techniques to achieve real-time detection. We evaluate our solution on a tweet stream with over 30 million tweets. Our experiment results show both efficiency and effectiveness of our approach. Especially it is also demonstrated that TopicSketch on a single machine can potentially handle hundreds of millions tweets per day, which is on the same scale of the total number of daily tweets in Twitter, and present bursty events in finer-granularity.
INTRODUCTION
W ITH 320 million active users and 1 billion tweets per month, 1 Twitter has become one of the largest information portals that provides an easy, quick and reliable platform for users to share anything happening around them with friends and other followers. In particular, it has been observed that, in certain life-critical disasters, Twitter is the most important and timely source from which people find out and track the breaking news before any mainstream media picks up on them and rebroadcast the footage. For example, in the March 11, 2011 Japan earthquake and subsequent tsunami, the volume of tweets sent spiked to more than 5,000 per second when people post news about the situation along with uploads of mobile videos they had recorded. 2 We call such events which trigger a surge of a large number of relevant tweets bursty topics. Fig. 1 shows an example of a bursty topic on November 1st, 2011. A 14-year-old girl from Singapore named Adelyn (not her real name) caused a massive uproar online after she was unhappy with her mother's incessant nagging and resorted to physical abuse by slapping her mother twice, and boasted about her actions on Facebook with vulgarities. Within hours, it soon went viral on the Internet, trending worldwide on Twitter and was one of the top Twitter trends in Singapore. For many bursty events like this, users would like to be alerted as early as it starts to grow viral. However, it was only after almost a whole day that the first news media report on the incident came out. In general, the sheer scale of Twitter has made it impossible for traditional news media, or any other manual effort, to capture most of such bursty topics in real-time even though their reporting crew can pick up a subset of the trending ones. This gap raises a question of immense practical value: Can we leverage Twitter for automated bursty topic detection in real-time?
Unfortunately, this real-time task has not been addressed by the existing work on Twitter topic analysis. First, Twitter's own trending topic list does not help much as it reports mostly those all-time popular topics, instead of the bursty ones that are of our interest in this work. Second, most prior research works define a bursty topic as a set which consists of few bursty words [8] , [17] , [25] , [28] , [29] , [32] . As only bursty words are captured, the represented bursty topic is far from informative to reflect what the topic really is. Third, most topic modelling based works study the topics in Twitter in a retrospective off-line manner, e.g., performing topic modelling, analysis and tracking for all tweets generated in a certain time period [11] , [30] , [31] , [35] . While these findings have offered interesting insights into the topics, it is our belief that the greatest value of Twitter bursty topic detection has yet to be brought out, which is to detect the bursty topics just in time as they are taking place. This real-time task is challenging for existing algorithms because of the high computational complexity inherent in the topic models as well as the ways in which the topics are usually learnt, e.g., Gibbs Sampling [14] or variational inference [5] . The key research challenge is how to solve the following two problems in real-time: (I) How to efficiently maintain proper statistics to trigger detection; and (II) How to model bursty topics without the chance to examine the entire set of relevant tweets as in traditional topic modeling. While some work such as [28] indeed detects events in realtime, it requires pre-defined keywords for the topics.
We propose a new detection framework called TopicSketch. It can be observed from Fig. 1 that TopicSketch is able to detect this bursty topic soon after the very first tweet about this incident was generated, just when it started to grow viral and much earlier than the first news media report.
We summarize our contributions as follows. First, we proposed a two-stage integrated solution TopicSketch. In the first stage, we proposed a small data sketch which efficiently maintains at a low computational cost the acceleration of two quantities: the occurrence of each word pair and the occurrence of each word triple. These accelerations provide as early as possible the indicators of a potential surge of tweet popularity. They are also designed such that the bursty topic inference would be triggered and achieved based on them. The fact that we can update these statistics efficiently and invoke the more computationally expensive topic inference part only when necessary at a later stage makes it possible to achieve real-time detection in a data stream of Twitter scale. In the second stage, we proposed a sketch-based topic model to infer both the bursty topics and their acceleration based on the statistics maintained in the data sketch.
Second, we proposed dimension reduction techniques based on hashing to achieve scalability and, at the same time, maintain topic quality with robustness.
Finally, we evaluated TopicSketch on a tweet stream containing over 30 million tweets and demonstrated both the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach. It has been shown that TopicSketch on a single machine is able to potentially handle over 150 million tweets per day which is on the same scale of the total number of tweets generated daily in Twitter. We also presented case studies on interesting bursty topic examples which illustrate some desirable features of our approach, e.g., finer-granularity event description.
This work follows the framework of our previous work [33] . While in this work, we provide (I) more sophisticated sketch structure, which captures not only the information of word pairs as in [33] , but also the word triples; (II) more effective inference algorithm, i.e., tensor decomposition, which is an important contribution on top of [33] ; and (III) more comprehensive evaluations.
RELATED WORK
Event detection has been studied for decades, with evolving interests on news [2] , [34] , blogs [27] and recently social media [25] , [28] . As there are numerous research works focusing on it, here we categorised the ones most related to ours, i.e., bursty topic detection in Twitter, along two dimensions: the way of defining a topic and the way of processing data (as shown in Table 1 ).
Clustering based versus topic modelling based. There are different ways to define the topic of an event. In the early work First Story Detection [2] , [34] and their successors [7] , [26] , a topic is represented as a cluster of related documents. By exploiting the temporal proximity of news stories discussing a given event, Yang et al. [34] use refined hierarchical and online document clustering algorithms to detect events from a news stream. In [2] each document is represented as a point in a vector space (e.g., TF-IDF vector), and for each new incoming document, compare it against earlier points. If the new point is close enough to its nearest neighbour, it is absorbed by its nearest neighbour. Otherwise, this new document is labelled as a new event. Brants et al. [7] extend [2] by using incremental TF-IDF model, sophisticated similarity score normalisation etc. However, this approach does not scale to the overwhelming data volume like that of Twitter, as a nearest neighbour search is costly on large data set. Petrovic et al. [26] use locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [20] to scale this approach for Twitter streams. While in other works, a topic is defined as a coherent set (or cluster) of key words [8] , [17] , [25] , [28] , [29] , [32] , hashtags [3] , [13] , phrases [23] or segments [24] . In such works, usually a collection of bursty terms are detected from the document stream based on some criteria, and possibly later these bursty terms are grouped into several clusters which represent the bursty topics. For instance, the state-of-the-art solution SigniTrend [29] first detects the significant trending terms (words and word cooccurrences) based on its proposed statistic which measures the significances of the terms. With little memory, this statistic can be efficiently updated in an incremental way. What's more, by using hashing techniques, it makes it possible to track all the keyword pairs under a fixed amount of memory. Finally, an end-of-day analysis is performed, which aggregates the detected keywords into larger topics by using clustering approaches.
On the other hand, using a probability distribution over words to represent a topic has been quite common in topic modelling [5] , [18] . Especially, the words with high probabilities would characterise the topic well. It is straightforward to learn the topics in the document stream using topic models, and then find the bursty ones by considering their temporal information, such as [11] , [30] . Takahashi et al. [30] first use DTM (dynamic topic model) [6] to learn the topics from news stream, and then applies Kleinberg's model [22] to detect the bursty topics. Similarly, Diao et al. [11] build a topic model which simultaneously considers both the temporal information of tweet and user's personal interests to learn the topics from tweet stream, and then Kleinberg's model is used to find the bursty ones. Other [13] our work related work includes [31] which builds a topic model to find correlated bursty topics from coordinated text streams, and [35] which creates a unified model to distinguish temporal topics from stable topics. In recent works [19] , [36] topic models are built to discover geographical topics from Twitter. Although the direct focuses of these works are not on bursty topics, using the similar way as above, geographical bursty topics could be found.
Besides, Ahmed et al. [1] propose a time-dependent topic-cluster model, which combines LDA [5] and clustering to learn the topic of each storyline, and at the same time, to cluster documents into storylines. And similar to [1] , in latest work [12] Du et al. cluster continuous-time document streams by proposed Dirichlet-Hawkes Process. Although their model are built on general document streams, they can be potentially adopted to detect bursty topics in Twitter.
Retrospective versus online/real-time. In early work [34] Yang et al. propose methods for both retrospective and online event detection. In the former case, it is assumed that there is a retrospective view of the data in its entirety. On the other hand, in the case of online event detection, the system processes current document before looking at any subsequent documents. It is not surprising that [34] shows the results of retrospective detection are much better than the online one, as more information is available from a retrospective way. As we summarised in Table 1 , most topic modelling based methods [11] , [30] , [31] , [35] fall into this category. The complexity of their models makes them good at learning topics from the data in a retrospective way, but at the same time lose the flexibility to respond to any new incoming data. In contrast, methods like [29] only need to maintain a statistic for each term, and report the terms when their statistics exceed the significance level. Under such a framework, online detection is a natural choice. However, the detected topic which consists of few keywords is far less informative than the topic learned from topic modelling, which is a distribution over all the words.
Besides, real-time detection is quite similar to online detection. The subtle difference between them is that in real-time detection, time is crucial, so much so that no fixed time window for detection should be assumed. The only works we are aware of that achieve real-time detection are [28] and [29] . While [28] does detect events in real-time, it needs pre-defined keywords for the topic, making it inapplicable to general bursty topic detection where no prior knowledge of the topic keywords is available. By incrementally updating the statistic in an efficient way, SigniTrend [29] can detect bursty keywords in real-time, but before it aggregates keywords into larger topics, it needs to wait until the end-of-day (or a fixed time period).
In this work, we aim to achieve real-time bursty topic detection from the perspective of topic modelling, which distinguishes us from most existing works in taxonomy (as shown in Table 1 ). Considering the learning power of topic modelling, we expect our method provide more informative bursty topics than other existing online detection solutions.
SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Problem Formulation
A topic in this work is represented as a distribution over words. Particularly, in defining a bursty topic, we evaluate the following two criteria: (I) There has to be a sudden surge in the topic's popularity which is measured by the total number of relevant tweets. Those all-time popular topics therefore would not count; (II) The topic must be reasonably popular. This would filter away the large number of trivial topics which, despite the spikes in their popularity, are considered as noises because of the negligible number of relevant tweets.
For criterion (I), we measure how bursty a topic is by the acceleration of its popularity. Mathematically speaking, acceleration captures the change in the rate of the popularity of a topic. The more sudden the change is, the larger the acceleration is. In Section 4.2, we explain how to estimate the acceleration of a topic without even knowing which tweets are associated to it. For criterion (II), once we found bursty topic candidates, we simply count the relevant tweets of them, and filter out the trivial ones.
Our task in this paper is, given a tweet stream, to detect bursty topics from it as early as possible.
Solution Overview
Our solution, called TopicSketch, is based on two main techniques-a sketch-based topic model and a hashingbased dimension reduction technique. Our sketch-based topic model provides an integrated two-step solution. In the first step, it maintains as a sketch of the data the acceleration of two quantities: (1) every pair of words, and (2) every triple of words, which are early indicators of popularity surge and can be updated efficiently at a low cost, making early detection possible. In the second step, based on the data sketch, it learns the bursty topics by tensor decomposition. To perform the detection efficiently in large-scale real-time setting, we propose a dimension reduction technique based on hashing which provides a scalable solution to the original problem without compromising much the quality of the topics. Fig. 2 gives the overview of our proposed TopicSketch framework. The real-time detection flow is as follows: (1) Upon the arrival of each tweet, the sketch is updated, which is an efficient step as detailed in Section 5.2, (2) Once the sketch is updated, the change is sent to the monitor, (3) The monitor tracks the data sketch, compares it with historical average, and triggers the estimator for potential bursty topic detection if the difference is larger than pre-determined threshold. (4) Upon notification, the estimator takes a snapshot of the sketch and infers the bursty topics as described in Sections 4.3 and 5.3, and (5) The inferred bursty topics are sent to the reporter to evaluate and report. TopicSketch is designed such that steps (1) to (3) are computationally cheap to enable real-time response and early detection. Step (4), which is expensive if done naively, is greatly expedited by dimension reduction techniques as described in Section 5.1.
SKETCH-BASED TOPIC MODEL
Intuition
Actually, as mentioned in [17] , the term "bursty topic" is very ambiguous, and can be viewed in very different ways. Various intuitions and corresponding definitions on it lead to diverse solutions [3] , [17] , [22] , [29] . The intuition behind this work comes from the observation that, the whole tweet stream is full of large amount of tweets about general topics such as car, music and food. Although they take a large proportion in the whole tweet stream, they are not helpful for our bursty topic detection task. Therefore, we try to separate the bursty topics from them. We found that, following daily routine, people usually tweet about general topics in a steady pace. In contrast, bursty topics are often triggered by some events such as some breaking news or a compelling basketball game, which get a lot of attention from people, and "force" people to tweet about them intensely. In physics, this "force" can be expressed by "acceleration", which in our setting describes the change of "velocity", i.e., arriving rate of tweets. Bursty topics can get significant acceleration when they are bursting, while the general topics usually get nearly zero acceleration. So the "acceleration" trick can be used to preserve the information of bursty topics but filter out the others. However, as the topics are hidden, we can not calculate their accelerations directly. A possible way is to estimate them by calculating the accelerations of words instead. Equation (1) shows how we calculate the "velocity" vðtÞ and "acceleration"âðtÞ of words.
aðtÞ ¼v DT 2 ðtÞ Àv DT 1 ðtÞ
In Equation (1), X i is the frequency of a word (or a pair of words, or a triple of words) in the i-th tweet, t i is its timestamp. The exponential part inv DT ðtÞ works like a soft moving window, which gives the recent terms high weight, but gives low weight to the ones far away, and the smoothing parameter DT is the window size. To capture the change of velocity, accelerationâðtÞ is defined as the difference of velocities with different window size DT 1 and DT 2 . (Similar to the divergence of 5 day average and 10 day average in stock market, which is used to estimate the stock trend.)
We use real data to demonstrate the above intuition in Figs. 3a1, 3b1 and 3c1, respectively present the daily volume, velocity and acceleration of three keywords over time, each of which represents a topic. At that day, there was a compelling basketball game between San Antonio Spurs and Oklahoma City Thunder. At the beginning, this event got a big surge in Twitter, and at the end it got another even bigger wave of discussion on this Western Conference final. The daily volume in (a1) shows the popularity of each topic. We can see that, till at the end of the day, "spurs" reaches the same scale as "obama" and "car". However, it will be too late if we wait till we observe the surge in volume to report this bursty topic. As shown in (b1), an earlier indicator is velocity, i.e., the arriving rate of a topic. Our idea of early detection is to monitor the acceleration of a topic which, compared against volume and velocity, gives an even earlier indicator of the popularity surge. The dash line in the plot shows the time when our detection system could be triggered. It is clear that at this time point, the daily volume in (a1) and the velocity in (b1) of "spurs" are not significant enough for identifying this event. In contrast, as "obama" and "car" nearly get zero acceleration in (c1), it is easy to distinguish "spurs" from them under the measurement of acceleration. If we maintain these statistics (i.e., volume, velocity and acceleration) on word pairs instead of single words (use the same formula in Equation (1)), we will get three dynamic matrices over time. (a2), (b2) and (c2) show the heat maps of these matrices at the detection time point respectively. In (a2), the information of all the topics are kept; in (b2) more information are kept for higher velocity topics; and in (c2) only the information of bursty topics are kept, while others are filtered out.
Sketch-Based Topic Model
Denote D ¼ fd i g as the set of all tweets generated in the tweet stream, where d i is a tweet in the stream D, and t i is its timestamp. Also denote C i;w as the number of appearance of word w in tweet d i , and C i as the total number of words in tweet d i . w 2 ½N, where N is the number of distinct words in the vocabulary.
We consider the following single topic model (shown in Fig. 4 ). There are K topics ff k g K k¼1 , where each topic f k is a distribution over words. Here the key assumption is each , we have
It means the single word frequency f 1;i reflects the topic f z i . However, as the topic indicator z i is unknown, we can not directly infer topic from it. As shown in Fig. 3 , word pairs are useful to group different words into topics, such as the "spurs"-"game" block in the heat maps. We consider calculating the frequency of each word pair. Particularly, with the exchangeability of the words in tweet d i (based on the single topic model above), we define the frequency of a word pair ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ in a tweet d i as follows, 
where P ðC; 2Þ counts the two-permutations of C. The denominator is the number of all possible cases choosing two out of C i words in tweet d i , while the numerator is the number of cases choosing two specific words. Notice that P w 2 2½N f 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 ¼ f 1;i ½w 1 , which means f 2;i actually keeps all the information in f 1;i . As the words in d i are drawn from the same distribution Multinomialðf z i Þ, it can be proven that
For simplicity's sake, we adopt the notation of tensor product 3 , and denote f 2;i as a matrix in which the ½w 1 ; w 2 element is f 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 . So we have an equivalent equation.
As shown in the intuition part 4.1, we calculate the acceleration of word pairs to preserve most of the information for bursty topics, and at the same time filter other general topics out. Set X i ¼ f 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 and apply Equation (1), we can calculate the acceleration of any word pair ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ. Notice that the accelerationâðtÞ in Equation (1) is indeed a weighted sum of sequence fX i g, and the weight only depends on ft i g. In other words,âðtÞ can be defined as a linear function A t ðÁÞ on fX i g. Explicitly we denote A t ðfX i gÞ as the accelerationâðtÞ on fX i g.
For each tweet d i , we calculate the word pair frequency matrix f 2;i , so that we have a sequence of matrices, i.e., ff 2;i g. Based on ff 2;i g, we calculate the acceleration of each word pair frequency, i.e., A t ðff 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 gÞ. So that we have a matrix A t ðff 2;i gÞ in which the ½w 1 ; w 2 element is A t ðff 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 gÞ. Fig. 3c2 illustrates what the matrix A t ðff 2;i gÞ looks like. From the linearity of expectation, we have E½A t ðff 2;i gÞ ¼ A t ðfE½f 2;i gÞ;
where 1 k ðÁÞ is the indicator function such that if
On the left side of Equation (3), A t ðff 2;i gÞ is observable; while on the right side, A t ðf1 k ðz i ÞgÞ is in fact the acceleration of tweets about topic k. Thus Equation (3) gives us a way to link the observable acceleration of word pair frequency to the unknown acceleration of topic k without even knowing which tweets are associated to it. More importantly, Equation (3) actually implies that by maintaining the acceleration of word pair frequency, i.e., A t ðff 2;i gÞ, we can preserve the information of the topics with high accelerations (i.e., bursty topics), and at the same time filter out the topics with nearly zero acceleration (i.e., stable general topics).
That is exactly what we want. If for any two topics k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , f k 1 and f k 2 are orthogonal, i.e., hf k 1 ; f k 2 i ¼ 0, all the topics ff k g will be the eigenvectors of A t ðff 2;i gÞ. If so, we can just perform one single SVD (Singular Value Decomposition) on A t ðff 2;i gÞ to infer these topics. However, hf k 1 ; f k 2 i ¼ 0 means topics k 1 and k 2 have no any common words, which is far from reality. Thus we consider even higher order information, i.e., the frequency of each word triple. Similar to f 2;i , the frequency of a word triple ðw 1 ; w 2 ; w 3 Þ in a tweet d i is defined as follows: ; w 3 ¼ w 1 6 ¼ w 2 C i;w 1 C i;w 2 C i;w 3 P ðC i ;3Þ
; otherwise:
Similarly, it can be proven that
and
Based on Equations (3) and (5), we transform our problem into a standard tensor decomposition problem [4] , i.e., given sketches M 2 ¼ A t ðff 2;i gÞ and M 3 ¼ A t ðff 3;i gÞ, infer topics ff k g. In Section 4.3 we present the tensor decomposition algorithm in detail.
So by now, we have two sketches: M 2 and M 3 . And each cell in these two matrices is an acceleration. For instance, the ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ cell in M 2 , i.e., M 2 ½w 1 ; w 2 , is A t ðff 2;i ½w 1 ; w 2 gÞ. Notice that all these accelerations are easy to compute and update upon the arrival of every tweet (as shown in Section 5), which is critical for scalability in real-time setting.
As M 3 could be huge (a N Â N Â N matrix), we do not really store the M 3 , but project it to a N Â N matrix M 3 ðhÞ ¼ P w M 3 ½:; :; w Á h½w, where h 2 R N , is a random vector. However a N Â N matrix is still huge, in Section 5, we discuss more about reducing the space complexity.
Topic from Sketch
To identify bursty topics from the data sketch, which consists of two matrices M 2 and M 3 ðhÞ, we employ a tensor decomposition algorithm in [4] . This algorithm first performs a SVD on M 2 to find a whitening matrix W . Afterwards, whiten M 3 ðhÞ, then perform another SVD on whitened M 3 ðhÞ to find its eigenvectors, from which the topic vectors can be recovered. The detail is presented in Appendix A. Here we give the procedure in Algorithm 1. It has three parts: (I) Whitening, which transform M 3 ðhÞ from a N Â N matrix to a K Â K matrix T 3 ; (II) SVD, which gets the generalized vectors fv k g of T 3 ; (III) Reconstruction, which recovers the topics ff k g and their corresponding accelerations fa k g. As K ( N, the time consuming part here is part (I), which takes time in the order of OðK Á N 2 Þ. 
12 end 13 returnff k g; fa k g.
REALTIME DETECTION TECHNIQUES
In this section, we present the technique details to achieve real-time efficiency for bursty topic detection in the hugevolume tweet stream setting.
Dimension Reduction
The first challenge is the high dimension problem as a result of the huge number of distinct words N in the tweet stream, which could easily reach the order of millions or even larger (see the experiments in Section 6.1). What's more, usergenerated new words or hashtags always appear in Twitter. This results not only in an enormous data sketch (recall M 2 and M 3 ðhÞ in the sketch are N Â N matrices) but also a very high dimension input to Algorithm 1.
Since the problem is mainly because N is too large, one natural solution is to keep only a set of active words encountered recently, e.g., in the last 15 minutes. When a burst is triggered, consider only the words in this recent set. However, it turns out that the size of this reduced active word set for tweet stream is still too large (see Section 6.1) to infer the topics efficiently.
To handle large number of words, another common way is hashing [29] . We hash these distinct words into B buckets, where B is a number much smaller than N, and treating all the words in a bucket as one "word". Consequently, the size of the sketch becomes OðB 2 Þ, which are significantly smaller than OðN 2 Þ as in the original problem. However, after hashing, what we obtain is the distribution over buckets, rather than the distribution over words. It means we would need to recover the probabilities of words from the probabilities of buckets. To solve this problem, we adapt the Count-Min algorithm [10] , [21] to our setting, by using H hashing functions instead of one. In particular, it works as follows. Given H hash functions (H 1 ; H 2 ; . . . ; H H ) which map words to buckets ½1:::B uniformly and independently. For a topic k with word distribution f k , we first estimate its distribution over buckets ff
for all the hash functions. Then we recover the probability of each word i as min 1 h H ff ðhÞ k ½H h ðiÞg. The sketch after hashing is illustrated in Fig. 5 . As shown in Fig. 5 , for each arriving tweet, H different bucket-pair frequencies are calculated, and H matrices are updated correspondingly. After the dimension reduction, the memory cost for the sketch is OðH Á B 2 Þ, and the time complexity for tensor decomposition is OðH Á B 2 Á KÞ, which are small enough to be practically feasible.
We also maintain a pool of active words, so that we estimate the probability of words only in this set rather than all the words in whole vocabulary. The procedure is presented in Algorithm 2. This algorithm will estimate the probability of each word with error no greater than e B with a probability of e ÀN=e H . The details of the proof can be found in [21] .
Efficient Sketch Maintenance
The core part of sketch maintenance in our solution is acceleration calculation. As presented in Section 4.1, we adopt Equation (1) to calculate acceleration. However, directly applying Equation (1) is far from efficient. Observed that the velocityvðtÞ in Equation (1) can be calculated in an incremental way as in the following Equation (6),
where t i is the timestamp of the ith tweet. So instead of directly storing one acceleration, we incrementally maintain two velocitiesv DT 1 ðtÞ andv DT 2 ðtÞ, from which the acceleration can be derived on the fly. Both the space complexity for maintaining one acceleration and the time complexity for updating one acceleration are therefore Oð1Þ. Another issue is that, there are OðN 2 Þ accelerations to be updated when each tweet arrives, and OðH Á B 2 Þ for the dimension reduced case. We take lazy maintenance strategy to reduce the computing cost. In fact, for each acceleration, take the ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ cell in M 2 as an example, we store a velocity pair ðv DT 1 ðtÞ;v DT 2 ðtÞÞ and a timestamp t $ representing the last modification time. When a tweet d i arrives, if C i;w 1 Á C i;w 2 > 0, we update the pair ðv DT 1 ðtÞ;v DT 2 ðtÞÞ according to Equation (6) and update timestamp t $ to t i , otherwise we adopt lazy strategy and simply do nothing. When a bursty topic is triggered at time t, take a snapshot of the sketch (copy on write), then recover all the velocity pairs up to time t by deriving the accelerations from the velocity pairs according to Equation (6) . Fig. 2 illustrates this updating procedure: When a tweet arrives, its word vector is shown. The gray cells in the word vector denotes the occurrence of relevant words in the tweet. In this example, three words occur in the current tweet. The gray cells in sketch represents the updated elements in the sketch. Oðjdj 2 Þ cells are updated in total. Fig. 5 illustrates this updating procedure for dimension reduced case. After hashing, three words in the current tweet are mapped into two buckets for three hash functions respectively. In total, OðH Á jdj 2 Þ cells are updated.
Topic Inference
Once our system is triggered, we take a snapshot of the sketch, and then infer the bursty topics from the sketch as shown in Section 4.3. As discussed in Section 5. , and then re-index them according to the order. At last, we get the topics recovered by TopicRecover (Algorithm 2). An overview of this procedure is given in Algorithm 3. For the purpose of robust, we also propose a variant of this algorithm by using the second minimum value instead of the minimum value in Line 3 in Algorithm 2. We will discuss this more in the experiment part. After getting the topics from Algorithm 3, we would like to add a heuristic step to refine the topics, due to the following reasons. First, because of the original acceleration based design, our solution is fragile when facing spam accounts. They usually inject a lot of duplicate or similar tweets very intensively in a short period of time, which would produce words with significant acceleration, and therefore trigger our system. Second, due to hashing collision, it is possible that some rare words appear in the recovered topic. The refining process is as follows:
Trivial topic filtering: filter out the topics with small number of relevant tweets. Noisy topic filtering: filter out the topics with high entropy, in which there are no high probability words. Such topics look like noises. Spam filtering: check the related tweets of a topic in recent 5 minutes. If there is an account which posts a significant number of tweets, filter out this topic. Rare word pruning: prune the words which do not appear in the recent tweets.
An inverted index of recent tweets is implemented, so that this step can be performed efficiently.
EVALUATION
In this section, we present the evaluation of our TopicSketch system for both efficiency and effectiveness. We use two different Twitter data sets: one consists of tweets from Singapore, the other consists of tweets from San Francisco. These tweets are crawled from the Twitter users whose profile locations are Singapore and San Francisco, respectively. The Singapore based data set contains 32,479,134 tweets, and the San Francisco based data set contains 99,586,724 tweets. These tweets are used to simulate live tweet streams. We implemented our prototype system in Python 2.7 4 using 64-bit addressing, and executed on multiple cores of an Intel Xeon 3.06 GHz machine. To demonstrate how TopicSketch detects bursty topics on the fly, a demo is presented at http://topicsketch.appspot.com/ for exploration (best use Chrome browser).
Efficiency Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the sketch maintenance by the throughput on the tweet stream. We also evaluate the performance of the estimator by the topic inference time. In our tweet set, after removing stop words, the average number of words in a tweets is 8 (evidence for small jdj). The total number of the distinct words is 8,470,180 (evidence for high dimensions). The number of distinct words in the 15 minutes active word set is between 10,000 and 20,000.
Sketch Maintenance
Before each incoming tweet goes to the component of sketch maintenance, we conduct standard preprocessing on it, including tokenizing, 5 stemming, and stop words removing. After preprocessing, calculate word pair frequency f 2;i and word triple frequency f 3;i as shown in Equations (2) and (4). Then update the accelerations in sketch according to Equation (6) and our lazy maintenance strategy in Section 5.2.
According to Equations (2) and (4) 
3 . According to this, we maintain the sketch on multiple cores on a single machine. In particular, we build a process pool of size S, and each process in the pool is in charge of a sub-sketch. Notice that we do not partition the stream in advance. Instead, for each arriving tweet, randomly send it to one process in the pool on the fly.
To evaluate the throughput of the sketch maintenance and its scalability, we set the number of processes in the process pool from 1 to 6, respectively. Fig. 6 shows the throughput for process pool of different sizes. Notice that when the number of the processes is 6, the throughput is 1,830 tweets per second (over one hundred and fifty millions tweets per day), which is on the same scale of the total number of tweets generated daily in the whole Twitter network. We can observe that the throughput linearly increases as the number of processes increases, which shows the scalability of TopicSketch. Also observe that the curve is a little away from the ideal case -linear speedup (the dashed line in Fig. 6 ). It may be because of the additional cost for communication between processes.
Topic Inference
As described in Section 5.3, we can infer the bursty topics from H different sketches in parallel. In particular, we built a process pool and each process in the pool is in charge of performing TensorDecompose for one sketch under hash function H h . We set the size of process pool to 1 and 5, which represent the sequential version and fully parallel version respectively. We vary the number of topics K from 15 to 75. Fig. 7 shows the performance of the algorithm. The result shows that although the sequential version gives an affordable running time (less than half minute), the parallel version provides significant improvement (10 seconds for 75 topics). Also observe that for both versions, as the 4. For the reason of efficiency, some core part such as sketch maintenance was implemented in C++.
5. The Tweet NLP tool (http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/TweetNLP) is used.
number of topics increases, the inference time linearly increases, which supports our analysis about the time complexity of Algorithm 1, and shows the scalability of the inference algorithm.
Effectiveness Evaluation 6.2.1 Evaluation on Synthetic Data
We first use synthetic data to verify the correctness of our solution. As mentioned in Section 4.2, we model the tweet stream as a mixture of tweets of different topics, and each tweet is only associated to one topic. We assign a temporal point process [15] and a distribution over words to each topic, then sample time stamps based on its point process, and sample tweets according to its distribution. We consider three types of topics: 1) the general topics (e.g., sport, education, car) which have steady arriving rates and take a large proportion in the whole stream; 2) the bursty topics which have highly intensive arriving rates after they go viral; 3) the noisy topics which are the small spikes in the stream. For general topics, the homogeneous Poisson point process is used to simulate the arriving rates of their tweets. And we draw the Poisson parameter from log-normal distribution to model different arriving rates for different topics. The Hawkes process [16] is used to simulate the arriving rates for bursty and noisy topics. Specifically, we adopt the following equation to calculate the arriving rate.
where t 0 is when the topic is generated, 0 is the initial intensity parameter and w is the decaying parameter. The second part in above equation mimics the self-enforcing phenomenon in Twitter, and exponential term models the waning of popularity over time.
In the synthetic data stream, we simulate 50 general topics, one bursty topic and five noisy topics. For each general topic, draw $ logN ð1; 1Þ=60 as its parameter. For bursty topic, the initial intensity 0 is set to 2.0. For the five noisy topics, 0 is set to 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 0.5, respectively. For both bursty topic and noisy topics, w ¼ 100 and a ¼ 0:009. All the topics are drawn from Dirichlet distribution. Particularly, we choose such noisy topics that the inner product of any noisy topic and the bursty topic is at least 0.01. And the vocabulary size is 5,000.
KL-divergence is used to compare the uncovered bursty topic with the ground-truth bursty topic. The precision at top 25 words in the bursty topic is also calculated. We set different thresholds for detection. All experiments are repeated 500 times.
We compare the following methods.
Baseline: the topic is estimated based on the acceleration vector of single word frequency, i.e., A t ðff 1;i gÞ. SVD: perform a SVD on the acceleration matrix of word pair frequency A t ðff 2;i gÞ, and return the primary eigenvector. TD: perform the tensor decomposition in Algorithm 1, and return the topic with highest acceleration. TD-CM: tensor decomposition together with the dimension reduction technique Count-Min as shown in Algorithm 3. TD-CM*: a variant of TD-CM, the subtle difference is that TD-CM* uses the second minimum value instead of the minimum value in Line 3 in Algorithm 2 for the purpose of robustness. Notice that for the evaluation on synthetic data, no additional refining step is added. For TD-CM and TD-CM*, we use H ¼ 5 hash functions, set the bucket size B ¼ 1;000 and pick the number of topics K ¼ 6. Figs. 8a and 8b show the average performances for each of above methods. Fig. 8c shows the recall of our acceleration based detection method for varying thresholds. As expected, higher threshold leads to better performance, but lower recall. The same as many other threshold based solutions, we need to find a good trade-off between recall and precision.
To our surprise, we found that, after dimension reduction, TD-CM and TD-CM* even have better performances than the original TD. The reason is that the tensor decomposition method in Algorithm 1 relies on a "good" random vector h, such that for any k 1 6 ¼ k 2 , hh; f k 1 i 6 ¼ hh; f k 2 i (See Appendix A). In high dimension space, there is higher chance to "violate" this condition than in lower dimension space. To verify this, on one synthetic data stream, we generate 200 random vectors, and see how different choices of h affect the performances. Fig. 8d illustrates that, although in average TD can get good performance, TD has much more outliers than TD-CM and TD-CM*. Considering the risk of failure due to a "bad" choice of h, in TD-CM* we always assume there maybe one copy of sketch in H fails to recover the bursty topic, and modify Count-Min by using the second minimum value instead of the minimum value in Line 3 in Algorithm 2. Fig. 8d shows TD-CM* has the most robust performance.
Evaluation on Real Data
In this section, we examine our solution on two real Twitter data sets: Singapore based data set and San Francisco based data set. Unlike synthetic data, Twitter data set does not come with ground truth, i.e., the bursty topics. For evaluation, one indirect way is to identify bursty word pairs from tweet stream first (in a retrospective way), and then use these bursty word pairs as "ground truth" to measure the performance of our solution. The underlying logic is as follows. For each bursty word pair, we expect our solution can detect some bursty topic which contains this bursty word pair in its top words. On the other hand, for each detected bursty topic, we expect it contains some bursty word pair.
First, we count every word pair by day. Then for each word pair, we find the date when its daily count is far beyond its average. Particularly, we employ the following equation proposed in [29] to calculate the significant score for each word pair.
where c is the daily count of a word pair, m is the average, s is the standard deviation and b serves as a noise filter. sig b ðcÞ here works like the z-score in the case of normal distribution. For a word pair ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ on some date, if its sig b ðcÞ > 3, then it is a bursty word pair on that date, and we generate a tuple ½date : ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ. After processing all the word pairs, we get a list of tuples. Based on this list, we measure the precision of our solution by the fraction of detected bursty topics that are "supported" by at least one tuple ½date : ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ, i.e., the bursty topic should contain ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ in its top 10 words, and it must be detected on date.
For the recall, we get the top 1,000 bursty word pairs according to their daily counts, and calculate the recall as the fraction of these bursty word pairs that are "reflected" in some detected bursty topic, which contains ðw 1 ; w 2 Þ in its top 10 words, and is detected on date.
In this experiment, we conduct the following baseline: once our detection system is triggered, train the LDA model using the recent 15 minutes tweets, and after Gibbs sampling, return the topic with largest number of assigned words. We use 15 days tweets to tune parameters (e.g., threshold and number of topics) for both LDA and our solutions. Fig. 9 shows the performances of different methods on both Singapore based tweets and San Francisco based tweets. TD-CM, TD-CM* are the same as Section 6.2.1. R-TD-CM* is the solution of TD-CM* followed by a refining step presented in Section 5.3. It shows that, overall our solutions outperform LDA. Further more, TD-CM, TD-CM* and R-TD-CM* have roughly the same recall, and because of the refining step, R-TD-CM* gets higher precision than TD-CM and TD-CM*.
The above precision which is measured by bursty word pairs actually cannot fully reflect the quality of detected topics. A topic which contains some bursty word pair may also have other irrelevant words as its top words. To measure the coherence of the detected bursty topics, we adopt the word intrusion task proposed in [9] . In this task, the subject is presented with six randomly ordered words, in which five words are from a detected bursty topic and the other one is a intruding word. The task of the user is to identify the intruding word which is not related to this bursty topic. Different from the task in [9] , if only presented with the words, it is not easy for human user to find out the intruding word. For instance, when presented with {"spurs", "horse", "thunder", "99-107", "game", "fisher"}, without exploring the related tweets, a human user, who is not familiar with USA basketball, may not know this set of words (except the intruder "horse") actually is about a basketball match, consequently, she may identify a wrong intruder. So in our task, the words are presented together with an interactive plot which shows the counts of each word over time, and the tweets contains these words, within a time window around the detection time. (See a demo here. 6 ) After exploring all the above information, if the presented set of words lacks coherence, the human user would be still confused, and just pick an intruder at random.
For each detected bursty topic, we first select five words with highest probabilities from it. Then the intruding word is selected at random from a pool of words which are popular in the tweet stream on the detection date. We chose 50 bursty topics randomly for each method. Three human users are asked to perform this task. We calculate the coherence score as P 50 i¼1 P 3 j¼1 1ðintruder i ¼ word ij Þ=150, where intruder i is the intruding word for the ith bursty topic, word ij is the chosen word from human user j for the ith bursty topic. Fig. 10 shows the comparison between different methods in terms of coherence score.
Parameter Analysis
Here we study the effect of bucket size B. Fig. 11 shows the performances of TD-CM* for different bucket sizes on synthetic data. We can observe the improved performance as bucket size B increases. From B ¼ 500 to B ¼ 1;000, the improvement is significant, while from B ¼ 1;000 to B ¼ 1;500, the improvement is little. Fig. 12 shows how the bucket size B affects the performance of TD-CM* on real data. As expected, it shows that better performance can be achieved when we set bigger bucket size B. However, 6. http://topicsketch.appspot.com/ bigger bucket size means higher computational cost. Fig. 7 shows the computational cost is acceptable when B ¼ 5;000. So in the paper, rather than explore other even bigger bucket size, we empirically set B ¼ 5;000.
We also check the effect of smoothing parameters DT 1 and DT 2 on synthetic data. Figs. 13a, 13b show how different settings of DT 1 and DT 2 affect the performance of TD-CM* in terms of KL divergence and recall. Basically, bigger smoothing parameters leads to higher precision but lower recall. In practice, we test different settings of smoothing parameters, and choose the one which provides a good balance between precision and recall.
Comparison with Other Solutions
Comparison with Twevent
We compare TopicSketch to previous Twitter event detection system Twevent [24] by case studies. We adopt the same dataset as used in the original paper [32] . We present in Table 2 an event detected by both algorithms 7 -Apple WWDC 2010, to show the differences between TopicSketch and Tewent. We manually group together sub-events belonging to a single larger event. Table 2 demonstrates TopicSketch's ability to describe events at a finer granularity. On June 7, 2010, Steve Jobs announced the release of the fourth generation iPhone, causing huge wave in Twitter. At this WWDC, several new features of this new generation iPhone were introduced, including farmville client, retina display and iMovie. As shown in Table 2 , TopicSketch not only detected the big event of Apple WWDC 2010 as a whole, it also detected a sequence of sub-events. In particular, each sub-event in the table which triggers our system indeed corresponds to a highlight of the WWDC event, from which we can tell those new features of iPhone that users find more interesting than others.
Comparison with SigniTrend
SigniTrend is the state-of-the-art emerging topics detection solution [29] . SigniTrend performs a two-stage detection: first detects the bursty words (and word-pairs) whose significance score exceed a pre-defined threshold on the fly, and then performs end of day analysis to cluster the bursty words into larger topics. Similarly, TopicSketch also first detects the bursty word-pairs according to their accelerations on the fly, and once the system is triggered immediately infer the bursty topics from the sketch. As the detail of clustering step is not presented in [29] , we do not directly compare the results from these two solutions. Instead, we check how different triggers affect the performance of our solution. Particularly, we use the significance score from SigniTrend instead of the acceleration in our paper as the trigger, and the inference part after triggering remains the same. We also use 15 days tweets to tune the parameters. Figs. 14 and 15 show the performances of TD-CM* and R-TD-CM* for different triggers respectively. (SIGNI stands for significance score and ACCEL for acceleration). It can be observed that, roughly, using significance score as the trigger can achieve higher precision while using acceleration as the trigger can achieve higher recall.
Limitation of TopicSketch
Compared with Twevent and SigniTrend, TopicSketch is fragile when facing spam accounts. For instance, some spam account may abuse key word "music" by injecting a lot of tweets about some music album into tweet stream in a very short period of time. This would produce words with significant acceleration, and therefore trigger our detection system. After the topic inference step, our system would report a topic about this music album, which is not popular at all. Thus in Section 5.3, a refining step is proposed to remedy this situation.
Besides, we also found that, due to the single topic assumption, TopicSketch is not suitable for stream of documents with multiple topics.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed TopicSketch a framework for realtime detection of bursty topics from Twitter. Due to the huge volume of tweet stream, existing topic models can hardly scale to data of such sizes for real-time topic modeling tasks. We developed a "sketch of topic", which provides a "snapshot" of the current tweet stream and can be updated efficiently. Once burst detection is triggered, bursty topics can be inferred from the sketch efficiently. Compared with existing event detection system, from a different perspective-the 7. We referred the results listed in Table 2 from [24] .
"accelerations of topics", our solution can detect bursty topics in real-time, and present them in finer-granularity.
APPENDIX A INFER TOPICS FROM SKTECH
The tool we use to infer topics from sketch is tensor decomposition [4] . Consider we have the following sketch M 2 and M 3 .
And assume that a k 6 ¼ 0 and ff k g K k¼1 are linear independent. Note that here a k can be negative, which is weaker than the non-degeneracy assumption in [4] . Project M 3 to a matrix as follows:
where h 2 R N , is a random vector. First rankðM 2 Þ ¼ K. Short proof here. For any x 2 R N , if
where
is the orthogonal complement of the
As M 2 is a real symmetric matrix, and rankðM 2 Þ ¼ K, so that M 2 has k nonzero real eigenvalues f k g K k¼1 , and
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